2020 Relief Review

Donations

| RECEIVED IN CONTRIBUTIONS | $208M |

Applications

| # OF APPLICATIONS | 142K+ |

11.5X increase in application volume over 2019

Top 5 Relief Requests

1. COVID-19
2. Short-Term Illness
3. Spouse/Partner Loss of Job/Income
4. Hurricane
5. Domestic or Physical Abuse

Relief Grants Awarded

| $’s GRANTED | $98M+ |

| COUNTRIES | 97 |

Brave of Heart Fund

Created by the foundations of New York Life and Cigna, the Brave of Heart Fund provides charitable grants to families of healthcare workers who lose their lives to COVID-19.

| DONORS | 1800 |
| GRANTS AWARDED | 300 |
| $’s GRANTED | $6.5M |
| STATES | 28 |

Together We Weathered

Hurricanes:
• 29 named storms, making it the most active Atlantic Hurricane Season on record.
• 6th consecutive year with more than 10 US events that surpassed $1B in damage.

Wildfires:
• 48,858 US wildfires, up 3,614 from the same period in 2019.
• 8.6M acres were burned, 87% increase over 2019.

Typhoons:
• 22 storms in the 2020 Pacific typhoon season causing $3.5B in damage.
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